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New Practice and Game Format Greatly Improves Player 
Development for Young Hockey Players in Michigan 

  
          Parents are overwhelmingly supportive of the new Michigan Amateur Hockey 
Association (MAHA) Red Wings Premier Hockey Program initiative with 89.3% saying their 
player enjoyed the hockey season this year. 90.5 % also indicated they felt their player's skill 
improved over the course of the season. Those were just a couple of the results in a survey 
conducted by MAHA of 2,454 families that participated in the Red Wings Premier Hockey 
Program this year. 
          This past fall, over 40 MAHA Associations participated in the inaugural season of the 
Red Wings Premier Hockey Program. The program was launched by MAHA for the 2010 - 2011 
season to incentivize the implementation of the ADM (American Development Model) for 
players eight years old and younger. The program is designed to create more interest in 
hockey at the youngest age levels, lower the cost of the initial entry programs, increase the 
skill level of new players, be more fun for all players, and increase the retention rate for 
players moving to the next level. The program's focus is on station-based skill development 
and cross-ice (1/3 ice) or half-ice game formats. The program received the support of the 
Detroit Red Wings, and those associations who adopted the program and followed the criteria 
were designated as "Premiere Programs". 
          In the survey conducted by MAHA, parents were asked a number of questions to gauge 
what they valued in a hockey program, as well as how their association preformed under this 
new program. 
          According to the results, the top three factors for parents when choosing a hockey 
program were: 
· Childs Level of Interest 
· Quality of Coaching 
· Programs Ability to Develop Hockey Skills 
          Quality of Coaching was highlighted as the biggest area for improvement. Some of this 
can be explained by the fact that with new players, come new coaches, which are learning as 
well. This certainly points out the need for periodic, continued coaching education during the 
season for coaches at this level. In light of these survey results, this is something that is 
already being addressed by the MAHA ADM Committee for next season. 
          Skill Development was very strong in the new program, with 90.5% saying that their 
player's skills had improved over the course of the season. Parents whose players had 
participated in previous seasons prior to this new program were asked to rate their player's 
development this season under the new program. Of those that participated in cross-ice 
programs all year, 59.9% stated their player developed much more than in previous seasons, 
while 30.6% said development was about the same. This is a dramatic improvement in skill 
development in one season. 
          The survey also highlighted some areas that need improvement. MAHA is already taking 
steps to address these areas to continue to make this program better for our participants. 
While opportunities for improvement exists, the survey shows this program is clearly an 
improvement for player development and satisfaction. Detroit Red Wing's players Henrik 
Zetterberg and Pavel Datsyuk have expressed their support of this program, as they feel this 
type of training has led them to have the incredible skills they have today. With support from 
the Detroit Red Wings, the NHL and USA Hockey, the future is bright for young hockey players 
in Michigan that wish to master hockey skills at a young age and enjoy a long a successful 
youth hockey experience that can help them achieve their hockey dreams.  
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Methodology: 
The survey was conducted on‐line from March 9th to April 5th. We sent the survey to 
2,454 parents of players with birth years of 2002 or later that were registered in 
associations participating in the Red Wing Premeire Program. This sampling 
includes both players that participated in the developmental parts of this program, 
as well those that played on full‐ice Mite AA teams.  We received 367 responses, 
which is a 14.9% response rate. This is considered very good for this type of survey 
and provides a very strong statistically projectable survey. Based on our sample, we 
can project a confidence level of 95% with the confidence interval of this survey at a 
plus or minus 4.7%. 
 
 
Executive Summary: 
The survey contained a very good cross section of the population we were trying to 
measure. The birth dates were split fairly evenly across all categories. The number 
of years that the players had played also contained a good sampling from each group 
measured. Responses came in from a good range of all the zip code areas 
participating in the program as well. Based on the responses, we received the 
information provided should represent a good cross‐section of the sample base we 
were trying to reach. 
 



What is important to you as a parent when choosing a hockey program? 
It was not surprising that when asking this question the top response is the childs 
interest in hockey, with 73.8% saying it was extremely important. Quality of 
coaching (62.4%), ability to develop skills (57.2%) and Safety (62.1%) were also 
major concerns for parents when choosing a program. The cost of the program was 
very important to only 21% of respondents and how it fits into the family schedule 
was only very important to 17.7%. It should be noted that these people are already 
in the hockey program so their perception of the importance of the cost factor may 
already be swayed by the value they have perceived in the other factors. 
 
The program performed well on keeping the players interest, as 84.2% said they 
were very likely to return next season. Only 1.9% said they were not likely to return 
with the top three responses of why the were not like to return being: 

• Child did not have fun 
• Cost to much 
• Poor Coaching 

 
Quality of Coaching 
Quality of coaching is a significant performance gap that is identified by this survey. 
Parent indicated that the quality of coaching was very important to extremely 
important to 96.2% of the respondents. However, when asked to rate the quality of 
coaching their player received there were significant gaps. The parents were asked 
to rate coaching in several areas and the following are the responses that they rated 
very good to excellent which would have met their performance requirements. 
 

• Organization 69% 
• Ability to teach skills 69.5% 
• Motivation of players 66.7% 
• Overall ability 68.3% 

 
As you can see, there is a significant gap in perceived want vs. performance. Some of 
this can be explained by the fact that with new players come new coaches, which are 
learning as well. This certainly points out the need for periodic continued coaching 
education during the season for coaches at this level. Based on the large 
performance gaps here, programs to improve the coach’s skill level, organizational 
skills and ability to motive players would provide the best opportunity for 
improvement of the overall program. This should be a primary focus of future 
programs to reduce the performance gaps in this area of the program. More than 
one clinic for coaches, held at the beginning of the season, will be required achieves 
better performance by the coaches to help this program be more successful. 
 
Skill Development 
Skill development has a small performance gap that is indicated by the survey. This 
gap should be easily rectified by improvements in the coaching area above.  Parents 
indicated that a programs ability to develop hockey skills was very important to 
extremely important to 94.5% of them. When asked to rate the performance of this 



year’s program 90.5% said that their player’s skills had improved over the course of 
the season. In an effort to measure this programs effectiveness over traditional 
hockey program, the question asked returning families to rate development vs. 
previous seasons and 54% stated their player developed much more this year while 
35% said development was about the same. If we pull out those players that 
participated in full‐ice programs all year, the rate increase to 59.9%, stating their 
player developed much more this year, while 30.6% said development was about 
the same. 
 
Of the 9.5% that said their players developed less than in the previous season, 
77.5% of those respondents indicated that they had been playing hockey for three 
years or more already. Of the group playing three years or more, 66.6% indicated 
they were still playing only on a 1/3 sheet of ice program for games. This would 
indicate the need to make sure players are progressing from cross‐ice to half‐ice 
programs as age and experience increase. 
 
When 2003 or later birth year parents were asked if they would like to see their 
player enrolled in the cross‐ice / half‐ice program next year, 56.1% strongly agreed 
or agreed, 20% were not sure, and 23.9% did not want to participate next season. Of 
the 23.9% that did not want to see their player participate again next season, 27.4% 
were already playing full‐ice games this past season.  Of the remaining dissenters, 
62.2% had been in hockey three years or more already. Of those with three years or 
more playing experience that did not want to participate again next season, 71.4% 
of those players were again only playing cross‐ice (1/3 ice). This again shows that 
players may not be adequately moving up through the progression properly, which 
is causing dissatisfaction. 
 
Enjoyment of Program 
Overall, the program was well received with 89.3% strongly agreeing or agreeing 
that their player enjoyed the hockey season.  78.4% strongly agreed or agreed their 
players enjoyed the practice format, while 65.6 % strongly agreed or agreed their 
players enjoyed the cross‐ice / half‐ice game format. 84.2% off all respondents 
indicated their player was very like to return again next season, while only 1.9% 
indicated the were not likely to return. Of those that disagreed or strong disagreed 
that their player enjoyed the hockey season, 77.2% were players with three or more 
years of experience, of which 70.5% were still in a cross‐ice 1/3 ice program. This 
again points out the detrimental effect of leaving players in the cross‐ice (1/3 ice) 
too long before moving them up to the half‐ice program has on their enjoyment of 
the game. 
 
Upon further examination of the question about the enjoyment of the cross‐ice / 
half‐ice game format, we removed those respondents that had played full‐ice during 
the season. With those players removed, the parents that responded that they 
strongly agreed or agreed their players enjoyed the cross‐ice / half‐ice game format 
rose to 72.9% while those who strongly disagreed dropped to 7.9%.  
 



Of those that disagreed or strongly disagreed with the game format, 60.9% had 
three years or more experience and were likely to have played full‐ice in the past. Of 
those that strongly agreed or agreed their players enjoyed the game format, 63.1% 
were first or second year players, while a surprising 37.9% had three years or more 
playing experience. When looking at just the players with three years or more 
experience that were likely to have played full‐ice in the past, 54.6% strongly agreed 
or agreed with the format while only 32.5% disagreed or strongly disagreed with 
the game format. This would indicate that over two‐thirds of the players that 
previously played full‐ice had no problem transitioning to the cross‐ice / half –ice 
games and, in fact, over 50% preferred it. 
 
 
Other Factors 
 
Games & Jamborees 
Competition is an important part of this program. It was very surprising to learn 
that 42.5% of the players in this program did not play games outside of their own 
associations. Also surprising was the fact that 33.2% did not play in jamboree or 
tournament‐type events. This is a big area that can affect the perception of this 
program as real hockey. Lacking an element of competition against outside teams or 
associations and playing the same teams or players over and over again can lead to 
player dissatisfaction and can create a monotonous environment for the players.  
 
 
Program Cost 
The cost of these programs is a major barrier to getting players initially involved in 
hockey programs. Cost was cited as extremely important to very important by 
49.3% of respondents when asked what they looked for in a hockey program. The 
survey showed that 42.8% of our current programs charge over $500 for their 
programs. Of those that charged over $500, 50% of them were on the ice three times 
per week. Almost all use station‐based practices and their game format was 49.6% 
cross‐ice, 37.2% half‐ice while 13.2% incorporated at least some full‐ice. Ideally the 
sweet spot for cross‐ice is less that $250 per season and half‐ice between $250 and 
$500. Associations need to look at their cost structure and the ADM guidelines.  
Reduced on‐ice activity while adding off‐ice training can give the same benefit to 
player development while reducing costs. Another factor in costs is the number of 
players on the ice. We were only able to determine a very rough estimate of players 
on the ice based on the survey questions, but the average computed indicted 
approximately 23 players on the ice for programs charging over $500. Programs 
may want to look at how they share ice with other associations for games or other 
teams within their association for some practices to lower costs. 
 
 
 
 



Summary 
 
The survey indicates the major area of concern should be the quality and skill level 
of coaches coaching at this level. Parents are expecting to have quality coaching to 
develop fundamentals at the young ages. While over two‐thirds are very happy with 
the coaching, there is still a big gap from what they want to see vs. what is presently 
being provided. 
 
Skill development is also an area of concern. There is not a great performance gap 
here, and fixing the performance gap in the coaching area could go along way to 
closing the gap in skill development. It is important to note that 54% of the parents 
felt there was much more improvement of their player this year under this new 
program. Those that felt their player did not develop as much tended to be players 
with more years or experience that were still in a cross‐ice program.  
 
Overall enjoyment of the program was strong with over 92.3% enjoying the 
program this year and 84.2% very likely to return next year. Those not likely to 
return were players with three or more years of experience still playing a cross‐ice 
program. Over two‐third of the players that likely previously played full ice had no 
problem transitioning to the cross‐ice / half ice format. Of those that expressed 
dislike 60.9% had three or more year experience and were still playing cross‐ice.  
 
The survey also indicated associations are not making this program competitive 
enough by participating in association exchange games as well as cross‐ice 
jamborees. Competition is an important factor in the development of players and 
this program. Lack of varied competition can lead to a monotonous environment for 
the players. The player’s enjoyment of real game excitement that takes place when 
playing other association teams in a competitive setting is something all groups 
should be participating in. 
 
Cost and organization structure of the programs must also be addressed. Programs 
must be structured to hit the sweet spot of player fees to attract more players. An 
organization must look at their structure and create the proper combination of on‐
ice and off‐ice activities and maximize ice utilization to achieve the proper value for 
parents while maximizing the development of their players. 
 
The survey has highlighted several areas that need improvement to make this 
program better for our participants. However, many of these areas were already 
being discussed and the survey helps confirm our thoughts in those areas. The 
survey indicates that the program needs to have a progression from cross‐ice to 
half‐ice at this level, which is not being done in all areas at this time. The survey also 
indicates that moving to this type of program will not result in any significant 
additional loss of players. It also shows that parents have seen a dramatic increase 
in the skill level of their players under this new program. While opportunities for 
improvement exists the survey shows this program is clearly improvement for 
player development and satisfaction. 



What is the Birth Year of your 
Child? 



How many years has your child 
played hockey? 



What is important to you, a parent, when 
choosing a hockey program? Childs 

level of interest 



What is important to you, a parent, when 
choosing a hockey program? Quality of 

Coaching 



What is important to you, a parent, when 
choosing a hockey program? Programs 

ability to develop hockey skills 



What is important to you, a parent, when 
choosing a hockey program? Safety 



What is important to you, a parent, when 
choosing a hockey program? Cost of the 

program 



What is important to you, a parent, 
when choosing a hockey program? Fits 

into our schedule 



How would you rate the quality of 
your coaches? Overall Ability 



How would you rate the quality of 
your coaches? Organization 



How would you rate the quality of 
your coaches? Ability to teach skills 



How would you rate the quality of 
your coaches? Motivation of Players 



Coaching Performance Gaps 



If you participated in a previous 
season would you say your 

child’s skills? 



My player’s skills have improved 
since the beginning of the 

season? 



Skill Development 
Performance Gap 



If your player is a 2003 birth year or later, 
would you like to see them in the Cross-

Ice / Half-Ice program next year? 



My player enjoyed this hockey 
season? 



My player enjoys the practice 
format? 



My player enjoys playing Cross-
Ice / Half-Ice games? 



How likely is your child to play 
hockey next year? 



Since you answered your 
child is not likely to return 

can you tell us why? 



On game days we played? 



Did your team play against other 
associations? 



Did your team play in Jamborees 
or Tournaments? 



How long was your season? 



What was the approximate cost 
of the program? 



How many times a week did you 
practice or play games? 



When your team practiced they 
used? 



About how many players were 
on the ice during a typical 

practice? 



How many coaches were usually 
on the ice for practice? 
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